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2 The differences between OPC and our replicator

It looks like that our replicator duplicates functionality of the OPC. But it is not the case. Replicator optimizes amount of communicated data and thus it is suitable for connection through dial up phone lines with low capacity.

Datapool replicator
- is very simple
- could be used for fast time trending
- allow transmissions of any sort of data
- minimizes amount of data through communication line
- allow some special features like rejecting points, functional and duplicative points.
- do not support hierarchical data
- objects are responsible to pack itself into binary stream with their own C++ code
- is not industrially standardized

OPC
- it is an industrial standard
- allow grouping data into complex data structures
- communication has big overhead
- no user type support
- implementation of OPC server is quite complex

3 The basic concepts

The main idea is that we want to use one object from one or more computers and we want to synchronize data automatically.

The normal usage is shown in the figure. But the object data could be accessed from one process only. Therefore the next solution is proposed.